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Introduction

The idea of two-species competition in mathematical population biology was first introduced
by Lotka and Volterra in the 1920s. They proposed "that a population of competitors finds
less of the same resources and cannot grow to its maximum capacity". In this situation species
compete for the same, limited resources. In advertising, competing companies find themselves
in comparable situations. For example, Budweiser and Coors Light are two of the top three
selling brands of beer in the United States. The companies that produce Budweiser and Coors
Light beers spend millions of dollars each year on television advertising to entice the 80 million
beer drinkers that exist in the United States to purchase their particular brands. Thus these
two brands are competing for the same, limited resource: beer drinkers.
Of the various types of media advertising, television is probably the most widely used and
influential in attracting consumers. In the last four years, beer companies have spent. over
$700 million per year on television advertising. In fact, in 1994 Budweiser and Coors Light
spent $89 million and $58 million, respectively (U.S. Beer Market 307). In addition eighty
million Americans, about 1/3 of the population, are beer drinkers. Also, rarely a person exists
in the United States who does not watch television. Therefore, it is interesting to study the
impact that beer commercials have on the beer drinking population that watches television
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since this population makes up such a large percentage of American society. Analyzing this
situation helps one understand the competition between two leading brands in their attempts
to increase their share of the market.
In this project we use a deterministic mathematical model to study the dynamical behavior
of a system in which two brands of beer compete. In order to understand the competition between Budweiser and Coors Light, we treat this situation as a Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible
epidemiological model. In this case, the susceptible population consists of beer drinkers who
watch television and are at least 21 years of age but do not drink Budweiser or Coors Light.
The infected populations are those people that purchase either Budweiser or Coors Light.
This model takes into account the number of commercials shown for each brand per unit of
time. At this point we need to point out a couple of assumptions we made. First, we assume
that people purchase either Budweiser or Coors Light, but not both. In addition, people
purchase the beers solely on the basis of watching television commercials. So in analyzing
the deterministic model, we ascertain an economic aspect of the competition between the two
beers: that is, we can see how the amount of money that beer companies spend on television
adwrtising in turn influences an increase in their sales.
In the second model that we will present in this report, the companies are competing
for both beer consumers and television air time. This model is just a slight variation of our
original SIS model. Furthermore, if one company buys many commercial slots, the other
company is limited in that it cannot air as many commercials as it can afford to broadcast.
Therefore, we will show that the company with fewer commercials does not attract as many
beer consumers as it otherwise would.
Due to the fact that real life is not deterministic, we introduce variability into the model.
By running a computer simulation that takes variability into account, we will analyze stochastic t>ffects. We "·ill also discuss the result of the simulation in the latter part of this report.
Ewn though this model is formulated to analyze the competition between Budweiser and
Coors Light, we can generalize it for any two competing products. Of course the results would
not be the same in every case because the values of the parameters will change, and different
products will target distinct types of consumers.
In this project we hope to demonstrate the relationship between television advertising and
the purchasing behavior of the susceptible population in choosing either Budweiser or Coors
Light. Also, we hope to demonstrate that at some point the influence of television advertising
can allow certain economic situations to occur. In one situation television advertisements are
no longer broadcast. Therefore, members of the susceptible population no longer purchase
either Budweiser or Coors Light beer products based on watching television advertisements. In
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turn, both Budweiser and Coors Light leave the television advertising market. On the other
hand, under certain circumstances one of the two beer companies succeeds in "infecting"
many more susceptibles than the other. Therefore, one company has no sales as a result
of its television advertisements. Finally, for certain conditions we find that both companies
continue to stay in business, ( i. e. they both have a sufficient number of consumers buying
their particular brands of beer to keep them in business). Moreover, we may be able to show
that at some point the #3 beer, Coors Light, may become the top-selling beer.
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Deterministic Models

We are interested in investigating the effects that television advertising has on the beer drinking population in terms of purchasing behavior. Since our investigation depends on television
beer commercials, we chose two high-selling brands, Budweiser and Coors Light, because
they are two beer companies that can afford to spend a great deal more money on television
advertising than smaJler beer companies.
In our study beer purchasing is considered as an epidemic. First, when a person watches
a television commercial which advertises either Budweiser or Coors Light, we say that this is
a contact. Therefore, as the number of commercials aired increases, so does the number of
contacts. This increase in the number of contacts per unit of time is called the contact rate.
As a result, the number of people who purchase beer increases rapidly. This is the same type
of behavior that occurs during an epidemic.
We have learned that one way to mathematically model an epidemic is by using the SIS
(Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible) model. The SIS model is a variation of the classical SIR
(Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) model studied by Kermack and McKendrick. In the general
SIS model, recovery is not considered. Once a person enters th,o infected state, he or she
either returns to the susceptible population or leaves the system entirely. Thus this model
proves very useful in our situation since once a person purchases Budweiser or Coors Light,
that person returns to the susceptible population or leaves the system for good.
In the first part of our project we studied the deterministic form of our model. The five
<•quations below model our situation. They are as follows:
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Now a list of our parameters and variables and a brief description of them is in order.

S(t) = susceptibles; the number of beer drinkers who watch television commercials and are at
least 21 years of age at time t;
! 1 (t) = the number of people who purchase Budweiser beer after having watched television
commercials at time t;

h(t) = the number of people who purchase Coors Light beer after having watched television
commercials at timet;
T1 ( t) = the number of Budweiser commercials at time t;

T2 (t) = the number of Coors Light commercials at timet;
I'

= death rate, i. e., the rate at which people leave the system for whatever reason;

S = total beer drinking population: N = S

.31 =

B2

+ h + !2;

also defined as cP1 , where cis the average number of commercials watched per unit of
time t, and P 1 is the probability of purchasing Budweiser beer after watching television
advertising for this brand;

= also defined as cP2 , where cis the average number of commercials watched per unit of
timet, and P 2 is the probability of purchasing Coors Light beer after watching television
advertising for this brand;

o = delay time before purchasing either Budweiser or Coors Light beer;
/i

= the rate of return from infected population back to susceptible population; where i = 1
for Budweiser and i = 2 for Coors Light;

w

= numerical value between 0 and 1 that keeps the denominator from equaling zero;
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k 1 = the maximum number of commercials that Budweiser can afford per unit of time;
k2 = the maximum number of commercials that Coors Light can afford per unit of time.
The compartmental diagram of Figure 1 represent our system of equations. In this caseS,
the susceptible population, is the beer drinking population that watches television commercials
and is at least twenty-one years old. The infected population can be described as J 1 and J2 ,
where 11 is the beer drinking population that purchases Budweiser after coming in contact
with television commercials for this brand and 12 is the number of susceptibles who purchase
Coors Light after having watched television commercials for this brand. Once a susceptible
is infected, one of two events happen: a person can return to the susceptible population
when he/she watches television commercials again or an infected person can leave the system
entirely, (i.e. they die, develop cirrhosis or they just do not drink beer any longer). In order to
describe how the populations S, 11 , and 12 change with respect to the parameters, we analyze
the differential equations that are part of our SIS model.
We reduce the number of equations to four for simplicity purposes. \Ve noticed that since

then the value of N is just a constant. Further, we found that since dSjdt is a combination
of diifdt and di2 jdt we could have just worked with equations (2-5). \Ve wanted to find the
equilibrium points of the system because these points give us a better understanding of the
local dynamics. The first step in the process was to set dTd dt = 0 and solve for T1 . We found
that T1 = 0 or T1 = k1 . We also did this for dn/dt to solve for T2 . The values that we found
for T 2 were T2 = 0 or T2 = k2. At this point, we began to use the program Mathematica
to help us determine the remaining values, 11 and 12 for the equilibrium points. The four
equilibrium points are referred to as E 0 , E1, E 2, E 3 respectively (note that S = N- 11 - 12 ).
They are as follows:

Eo E1 E2 E3 -

(N, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(S, (f31k1N)(all + f31k1 + /1k1 + ap, + klfl·), 0, k1, 0),
(S, 0, (f32k2N)(a12 + f32k2 + 12k2 + af..L + k211,), 0, k2),
f31k1 (!2 + p.)N
(
S, j31k1(/2 + Jl.) + a(/1 + f..L)(/2 + f..L) + (/1 + p.)(j31k1
f32k2(!1 + f..L)N
f31k1(!2 + f..L) + a(/1 + p.)(/2 + f..L) + b1 + f..L)(f32k2
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+ (kl + k2)(/2 + JL))'

k k)
+ (k1 + k2)(!2 + f..L))' ·b '2 ·

The next step of the process was to determine the stability of our equilibrium points. We
did this by first determining the Jacobian Matrix of the four differential equations and then
evaluating it at each of the four equilibrium points. This gives us the eigenvalues for each
of the equilibrium points. If each of the eigenvalues is negative, then this implies that the
equilibrium point is stable. If there is a combination of positive and negative eigenvalues,
then the equilibrium point is said to be semi-stable. If all the eigenvalues are positive, then
the equilibrium point is unstable.
Before we proceed notice that E 0 is the disease free state since h = I 2 = T 1 = T2 = 0 for
this case. This means that at this point no commercials are being shown for either brand of
beer and thus no infected persons are purchasing beer. For Eo, we found that since there is a
combination of positive and negative eigenvalues that this equilibrium point is semi-stable.
Next, we interpret the meaning of E 1 . Again, as for Eo there exists a combination of
positive and negative eigenvalues. This implies that E1 is also a semi-stable equilibrium
point. Now, one notices that at this point I 1 > 0 and I2 = 0. This means that Coors Light
is not selling any beer at all since T 2 = 0, ( i. e. the company is not producing any television
commercials at timet). In addition, Budweiser has no competition with Coors Light.

E 2 is a complement of EI· In other words since II = 0 and I2 > 0, then Budweiser is not
selling beer. Thus, Coors Light has no competition with Budweiser.
E 3 is the equilibrium point for the endemic state. Since all of the eigenvalues for this
equilibrium point are negative, we can conclude that E 3 is stable (see appendix). In fact, of
the four equilibrium points E 3 is the only one that is stable. At this point we find that people
are purchasing beer from both Budweiser and Coors Light. Something else that we found
interesting was that all values for TI, T2 , II, I 2 were nonnegative for the different equilibrium
points. Therefore, all the equilibrium points always exist (see appendix).
After evaluating our equilibrium points and finding their stability status, we proceeded
to estimate the values for our parameters. First, we found that the average cost to run a
television commercial is about $75,000 for thirty seconds and that there are 80 million beer
drinkers in the United States (Budweiser 1997). In our research we found the following values
that helped us estimate our parameters:
Total spent on TV ads by Budweiser
Total spent on TV ads by Coors Light

$ 88,947,000
$ 57,615,000.
(U.S. Beer Market 1995)

Calculating k 1 and k 2 :
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kt (value for Budweiser)

total spent on TV ads by Bud/ avg cost to run
TV commercial
$88,947,ooo 1 $75,ooo
1200 commercials per year= 100 commercials per
month
1200/365 per day.
total spent on TV ads by Coors/ avg cost to run
TV commercial
$57,615,ooo 1 $75,ooo
768 commercials per year = 64 commercials per
month
768/365 per day.

k2 (value for Coors Light)

Estimating P 1 and P2:

I

Company
Coors Light
Budweiser

I TV Advertising I Market Share I
96.8%
89.1%

6.6%
20.9%

Now,
Pt

0.891(.209)
0.968(.066)

p2

= .186
= .064

Estimating p, /t, [ 2 , a and w:
We decided that the average time that people spend as beer drinkers is about 45 years.
That is, a person lives about 45 years on average from the time he becomes a beer drinker
to the time he dies. In days this rate equals 1/(45 · 365) which is the value for f-L. Then we
assumed that one week elapses between the times that the average person buys beer. So this
rate equates to ] /7. We assigned this value to both It and [ 2 . For our model, a and w are
arbitrary parameters. These parameters keep our denominator from equaling zero. Therefore,
we decided to make them both equal to 1 for simplicity.
We modified our model slightly by adding competition for television air time. That is,
both brands are competing for beer drinkers as well as the opportunity to broadcast their
commercials. The equations remained the same as in the original model except for the last
two. The revised equations are as follows:

dTt
dt

i"t ·( 1 _

It

It

+ I2 + w
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+ 82T2) Tt,
kt
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(7)
We followed the same procedure stated earlier in order the calculate the Jacobian and
the equilibrium points for this particular version of the model. Two new parameters, 81 and
82 , are introduced. Here 81 is the rate at which T1 decreases the number of commercials for
T2. Likewise, 82 is the rate at which T2 decreases the number of commercials for T 1 . To
approximate the values for these parameters, we did the following:
Total amount spent by Budweiser on television advertisement/ total
amount spent on television commercials by all beer companies.
88,847,000/850,000,000 = .105
Total amount spent by Coors on television advertisement/total amount
spent on television commercials by all beer companies.
57,615,000/850,000,000 = .067
The disease-free equilibrium point Eo is the same as in the first model. It always exists
and is semi-stable. E 1 has the same coordinates as the first model but this time it can be
stable when k2 < 81 k1 or semi-stable otherwise. E2 follows this same pattern. It has the
same coordinate as the first model and it is stable when k1 < 82k2 or semi-stable otherwise.
E 3 exists under certain conditions. When 81k1 > k2 and 82k2 > k1 or when 61k1 < k2 and
62 k 2 < k1 the endemic point exists. Due to the complexity of evaluating the eigenvalues we
used the actual values of the parameters to determine the stability. As a result, the endemic
point exists and is stable (see appendix). Because E1 and E2 are stable under the conditions
that 61k1 < k 2 and b2k2 < k 1 , we have four equilibrium points: Eo, E 1, E 2 , E 3 , and E 3 is the
only stable one. Therefore if 've have the case when 61k1 > k2 and 82k 2 > k1 then only the
endemic equilibrium point is stable(see appendix).

3

Stochastic Simulation

In order to give a more n~alistic study of our model, we use a stochastic simulation model.
Beer purchasing, to some degree, is based on random selecting by people. In our deterministic
model, this is not taken into account. Intuitiwly, this randomness can be considered in a
stochastic simulation where we use a continuous time discrete stochastic process to introduce
randomness. In our model there are twelve events that can occur. We assume that the waiting
time to the next event is exponentially distributed. Because of the enormous amount of time
between events, we instead count the number of events that occur per day, which is a Poisson
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random variable, thi::; i::-~ called discretization.
We used the five dill'c~nmtial equations of the deterministic model to determine the five
rates. These rates lwmlllt' t.hn rates of exponential distributions. We choose our unit of time
to be one day, and Utll::-1 t.h<~ number of events that happen in one day. are Poisson random
variable3 with paranwt.c•r::-~ Oi, ·i. = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, corresponding to every one of the five differential
equations. The sta.t.<~ ol' t.hc• J_>rocess is updated and we obtain the new rates. This process
create::; the stochastic ::-~iutulat.wns.

4

Conclusiou

Recall that for tlw lir::-~1. lttodd the four equilibrium points that we found always exist. Depending on the init.ial C'lllldit.ions, any of the four cases mentioned earlier in the analysis can
occur.
Now interpret.at.i<lllH n.n• in order of what the equilibrium points mean to our specific
Budweiser-Coon; Lip;ltl. Hit.uat.ion. First, recall that ,,·hen a point is semi-stable, for certain
initial condition::; doH<' l.n Lll<' <~quilibrium point, the solution will tend to that point. For some
other conditions, t.hottglt t.h<' :-;olution will move away from the equilibrium point.

If the initial coudit.inttH are near Es, both Budweiser and Coors Light will prosper from
the tdevi:-;ion markd. 'l'ltat. is, they will both co-exist. From the results of our graphs, we
find that. at the valtH'H l'nr om parameters Budweiser controls more of the television market
than Co or:-; Light. hy :d 1111 tt. :1 million consumers.
The interesting \.ltiug t.o point out is that depending on the initial conditions, one of the
two beer eompauic•::-~, Htuh\'<'iHnr or Coors Light may control the television market. If this were
t.o happen, it. would lw l'nr v;dues close to E 1 orE2 .
Sinee Eo iH th<' iul'<•c·t.inu-l'ree state, it is not necessary to study it in detail since the Ji and
Ti values are all z<•ro. /·.' 1 and E2 on the other hand are more engaging to study. Recall that
E 1 is ::;emi-Hta.ble. ;\t. /·.' 1, l'or certain initial conditions, 12 = 0 and J1 > 0, and Coors Light
is not selling beer (i. t'. t lwir commercials are not influencing consumers to buy). So, even
though Coors Light. i:-; 111 ,,. l11mkrupt, we conclude that the brand has very low sales. Tliis of
course only oeeur::; for c·c•rt.niu initial conditions since E 1 is semi-stable. The exciting thing
is that. it is pm;sibh> t.n li1td initial conditions that tend to this particular equilibrium point.
The conver::;e is t.nH' l'nr /•.''.!, ( i. e. Budweiser does not succeed in dominating the beer market
via television adv<'rt.i:-:iug). Therefore, it is possible for Coors Light to dominate the television
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market.
In the second model we observed different conclusions. Using the actual values of the
parameters we conclude that Budweiser and Coors Light will continue to co-exist. Also we
see that Budweiser attracts a higher number of beer drinkers than Coors Light and has a
higher number of commercials. In the analysis, we predict cases in which one company will
control the consumers who purchase beer due to television advertisements. If 81 k 1 > k2 then
Coors Light will approach zero or close to zero consumers purchasing beer. If 82 k2 > k 1 then
Budweiser will approach a state that has zero or close to zero consumers purchasing beer. This
implies that the more money companies spend on television commercials the more consumers
it attracts. It also shows the minimum amount of television advertising money needed for
one brand to overtake the top brand or stay on top as the leading company. In order to find
the minimum cost, one of the companies should estimate the carrying capacity (ki) of the
competing company (possibly through a statistic model) and estimate the maximum carrying
capacity value for the next year (km)· The minimum cost that will ensure the success of the
company is measured as follows: costmin = cost per commercials x 81k1 > km. As per our
model Budweiser will do better than Coors Light at a minimum cost of advertising.
Through our stochastic simulation we concluded that S, 11 , h, T 1 , T2 , oscillated around
the equilibrium point we obtained in the deterministic model, £ 3 . This gives a more realistic
support of our deterministic results since consumer purchasing is based on random decision.

4.1

Future Research

Even though we took a specific example with Budweiser and Coors Light, this model can
take any two competing products or species and construct a relationship between them. A
number of variations can be added to our model to make it more realistic. For instance, we
can include a quality factor for the brands of beer. The loyalty of the beer drinkers towards
a particular brand can also be considered. We can also change the delay time to be different
for the competing products. Looking at the future to make the model as realistic as possible,
we can make all parameters be functions of time. Even though this will make the model very
complicated, it can produce very interesting results.
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• Appendix

•

MODEL#!
Finding E(O) and stability

• A Jacobian Matrix is used to linearize and approximate the system

• Setting the four differential equations to zero we obtained the following solutions
Il = 0;
I2

= 0;

Tl

= 0;

T2 = 0;

• This is the Jacobian Matrix evaluated at 11=12=T1=T2=0
-gl - rn

Bl P

0

0

a

0

-g2 -m

0

82 p

0
0

0
0

rl
0

0
r2

a

Eigenvalues[A]

{-gl-m, -g2- m, rl, r2}

• These eigenvalues were obtained to determine stability. In this case we see that it is semi-stable
due to the negative and postive eigenvalues.

• Finding E(l) and stability

• The following equilibrium point is used to evaluate the matrix and determine the Jacobian
Bl kl (I2- P)

Il

= -a-gl-+-Bl-kl
- +-gl-kl
----+ am + kl m

I2 = 0;
Tl = kl;

T2 = 0;

appendixl.nb
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Matrix [Al]
-gl _

81 kl
a+kl

_

m

-

81 kl ( P

81 kl
a+kl

0

-g2- m

0

0

0

0

82 ( P- a ql+Bi kr:9~\t
a+kl

0

0
0

r2

Eigenvalues[Al]
Bl kl
{-g2-m, -gl- a+kl -m, r2,
-rl(l-

BlklP
(a gl + Bl kl + gl kl +am+ kl m)

(a 91 • 81

k~;9~\i+am+klm + w)

)}

• From these eigenvalues we observe that all the eigenvalues but the third are negative.
equilibria is semi-stable.

Therfore, this

• Finding E(2) and stability

• The following equilibrium point is used to evaluate the matrix and determine the Jacobian
I1 = 0;

!2 =

B2 k2 P
ag2+B2k2+g2k2+am+k2m

Tl = 0;

T2 = k2;

MatrixForm[A2]
-gl- m
-

82 k2
a+k2

El (P

0
_ 92 _

82 k2
a+k2

~:9 ~ 2k~um+k2m)

0

a+k2
_

m

82 k2 ( p

B2k2P
a g2+B2 k2+g2 k2+a m+k2
(a+k2) 2

0

0

rl

0

0

0

!!I

,
1

82 k2 (P

0

Eigenvalues[A2]
B2 k2
{ -gl- m, -g2- a+ k 2 - m, rl,
- r2 ( 1 -

B2 k2 P
(a g2 + B2 k2 + g2 k2 +am+ k2 m) (

)
ag 2 • 82

k~;9~2k~+am+kZm + w)

}
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• From these eigenvalues we observe that all the eigenvalues but the third are negative.
the third positive eigenvalue, this equilibria is semi-stable.

Therfore, because of

• Finding E(3) and stability

• The following equilibrium point is used to evaluate the matrix and determine the Jacobian
Tl = kl;
T2 = k2;
Bl kl ( g2 + m) P
Il = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Blkl(g2+m)+a(gl+m) (g2+m)+(gl+m) (B2k2+(kl+k2) (g2+m))
B2 k2 (gl + m) P

I2 = ---------------------------------------------------------------Blkl(g2+m)+a(gl+m) (g2+m)+(gl+m) (B2k2+(kl+k2) (g2+m))

FullSimplify[MatrixForm[A3]]
-

g1

-

Bl kl
a+kl•k2

_

m

B2 k2
a+kl+k2

Bl (a+k2) (gl+m) (g2+m) P
(a+kl+k2) (Bl kl (g2+m) +a (gl+m) (g2+m) + (gl+m) (B2 k2+ (kl+k2) (g2+m)))

Bl kl
a+kl+k2

-g

2

-

B2 k2
a+kl+k2

0

0

0

0

-m

-

B2 k2 (gl+m) (g2+m) P
(a+kl+k2) (Blkl (g2+rn)+a (gl+m) (g2+m)+(gl+m) (B2k2+(kl+k2) (g2+rn)))
_

rl ( (g2+rn) (Bl kl+ (a+kl+k2) (gl+rn)) w+B2 k2 (gl+rn) (P+w))
Bl kl (g2+rn) (P+w) + (gl+m) ( (a+kl+k2) (g2+rn) w+B2 k2 (P+w))

0

Eigenvalues[A3]
1

{ - -2- - - - - - (s1 k1 + 82 k2 + (a+ k1 + k2) (g1 + g2 +2m) +
(a + k1 + k2)
v'((Blkl+B::'k2+ (a+k1+k2) (g1+g2+2m))

2

-4 (a+k1+k2)

(B1k1 (g2+m) +a (g1+m) (g2+m) + (gl+m) (B2k2+ (kl+k2) (g2+m)))J),

1
2 (a+k1+k2)

(B1k1+B2k2+(a+k1+k2) (gl+g2+2m)-

v'((B1k1+B2k2+ (a+k1+k2) (g1+g2+2m))

2

-4 (a+k1+k2)

(Blk1 (g2+m) +a (g1+m) (g2+m) + (g1+m) (B2k2+ (kl+k2) (g2+m))J)),
r2 ((g1+m) (B2k2+ (a+k1+k2) (g2+m)) w+Blkl (g2+m) (P+w))
Bl kl (g2+m) (P+w) + (g1+m) ((a+kl+k2) (g2+m) w+B2k2 (P+w))'
r l ((g2+m) (B1k1+ (a+kl+k2) (gl+m)) w+B2k2 (g1+m) (P+w))
81 k1 ( g2 + m) ( P + w) + ( g1 + m) ((a+ k1 + k2) ( g2 + m) w + 82 k2 ( P + w))
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• E(3) is always stable because as seen above, the last two eigenvalues are always negative. The first
eigenvalue is also negative given that the radical is positive. If not, its real part is always negative. The
second eigenvalue also has a negative real part given that its radical is negative. If the radical is postive then
the following holds:
For the second eigenvalue:
-

2

(a+~l+kZ)

(Bl kl + B2 k2 +(a+ kl + k2) (gl + g2 +2m)-

1/ ( (Bl kl + B2 k2 +

(a+ kl + k2) (gl + g2 +

4 (a+kl+k2) (Blkl (g2+m) +a (gl+m) (g2+m) + (gl+m) (B2k2+ (kl+k2) (g2+m))))

let a= (a+k1+k2)
f3= 81 k1+82 k2+(a+k1+k2) (g1+g2+2 m)
y= (a+k1+k2) (81 k1 (g2+m)+a (g1+m) (g2+m)+(g1+m) (82 k2+(k1+k2) (g2+m))
then the second eigenvalue takes the form:

-P+Vf32 -4y
a

f32

~

f32 -4y

therefore

~0

hence:

f3 ~ ..Y 132 - 4 y
This proves E(3) is always stable.

